


CAMPUS DIARY 

Shri. Sagar Ulhas Dhole Patil (Chairman, Dhole Patil Education Society) has been awarded TIMES MEN OF 

THE YEAR PUNE 2018 on 26th April, 2019 in field “Education–Engineering” for his contribution in the field 

of education. The event was conceptualized to celebrate the vision and victories of stalwarts distinguished 

categories. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Department of MBA , DPCOE Pune in Association with SWS Under the Financial Literacy Club organized a 

Interactive Session on “Wealth Creation through Financial Planning” on 12th April 2019 in the seminar hall. 

The key speaker Mr. Kishor Kale(Certified Financial Planner) highlited the importance of Financial Planning. 

The program was graced with the esteemed presence of Hon.Chairman Shri Sagar U. Dhole Patil, Principal Dr. 

Nihar Walimbe, Mr. Swapnil Ekande(Head Pune branch, SWSFSPL), Mr. Vivek Ovhal. The program was 

coordinated by Prof. Kanif Satav.This program was attended by all Teaching and non teaching faculty along 

with MBA Students. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Department of Computer Engineering and Information Technology, DPCOE Pune in association with 

SYMPOSIUM IIT, Mumbai organized a workshop on Virtual Reality and Augmented Reality on 8th April - 9th 

April 2019 in the seminar hall. It was a dual workshop with dual certification where the key highlights are 

learning virtual reality, building own 3D models, working on Android and Google SDK and getting industrial 

exposure. Approximate 60 students attended the workshop. It was well executed in the presence of Principal Dr. 

Prof. Nihar Walimbe, Prof. Amit Zore , HoD , Comp, faculty members and students. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Department of First Year Engineering, DPCOE has organized a Techfest (Technical Presentation) under Dhole 

Patil All Round Development Scheme ( DPARDS). The purpose behind organizing this event is to give ideas to 

the students about topic selection, power point presentation preparation and presentation in front of 

audience.Under DPARDS we are conducting various activities throughout the year for over all development of 

newly joined First Year students. Prof. Anatharama, Prof. Shrikant Dhamdhere, Prof. Sandip Kale And 

DPARDS Coordinator Prof. Anil Darekar were present in the event and gave their valuable feedback to 

students. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The Department of Automobile Engineering, DPCOE has organized one day seminar on “Intellectual Property 

Right” for all branch students. The Aim of the program was to provide opportunity for Research Scholars and to 

develop the insight into the subject of Patent Filling Information and Procedures through lectures from eminent 

speaker, the resource person Mr. Vivek Naikwadi guided students, and he has filed 10 patent in mechanical 

field. He was share experience in the field of filling Patents. (Product and Process Patent). 

Prof. Shidharaj Allurkar, HOD Automobile Dept. inaugurated the function. The seminar coordinated by Prof. 

Ratnadip Bhorge. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

KAJAL TINGANE (II Year MBA) 

Got Prize in state level gymnastics competition 

 

 

 

 

 



RECENT TRENDS IN ENGINEERING 

A WORLD CONNECTED 

This year‟s Mobile World Congress (MWC) was described by John Hoffmann,  the CEO of the GSMA 

(the event organisers), as a bringing together of a  “global ecosystem spanning multiple sectors  and reflecting 

the expanding role of mobile connectivity.” 

 

The show‟s theme was „Intelligent Connectivity‟ and, unsurprisingly, 5G was prominent with a host of 5G-

enabled handsets being unveiled,  as well as new products and services on display.Despite what many see as the 

„hype‟ around 5G, analysts believe  it is set to account for some 15 per cent of global mobile connections by 

2025,  as the number of 5G network launches and compatible devices increase. The 2019 edition of the 

GSMA‟s Mobile Economy report said that 16 major  markets worldwide will switch on commercial 5G 

networks this year,  following on from 5G launches in South Korea and the US in 2018.  Mobile operators 

worldwide are investing over $160billion each year on expanding and upgrading their networks, according to 

the report.So 5G, alongside developments in the Internet of Things (IoT), big data and  artificial intelligence, is 

seen as being a key driver of economic growth  and over the coming 15 years is expected to add $2 trillion to 

the global economy. 

eSIM:There were hundreds of announcements at MWC which looked to build on this trend. Arm and Vodafone 

announced a strategic agreement to help companies implementing IoT solutions by bringing together 

Vodafone‟s IoT global platform and connectivity, and Arm‟s IoT software and services to provide enterprises 

with programmable, connected system on chip designs, eliminating the need for traditional SIM cards.Murata 

and Truphone said that they were combining their technologies and services to take a lead in developing eSIM 

for IoT and Machine-to-Machine (M2M) devices.With Apple using eSIM technology in the iPhone X, and a 

growing number of mobile operators across the globe supporting the technology, it‟s only a matter of time 

before eSIM-only becomes the standard in devices 

-Sonal Kemdarne (TE E&TC) 

 

 

 

 



STUDENTS CORNER 

I used to listen so many motivational speaker on YouTube and on some other social media platforms. On one 

fine day my class teacher also gave us one small motivational talk in the classroom, don't know what happened 

but that small talk inspired me a lot to do something with my boring daily schedule so, I started thinking what 

changes I can make, which activity I can add in my daily schedule to make my day more productive and finally 

I decided "Wake Up Early and start Running".  So on the very next day I went on ground in the early morning 6' 

o clock. On first day it was dynamic experience for me, that fresh atmosphere and cool wind which passes 

through me was healing me from top to bottom and I was freshened by that experience, I took that experience 

for a long time. That day I decided now onwards running will be my constant companion. After running for 

days I realized running is not only useful to keep you physically fit but also it has so many benefits 

1) My Priorities has been changed definitely:  There was a time I'd stay up late in night and use to wake up late 

in the morning, but not anymore. I have shifted my Priorities to make room for running in my life. Running has 

taught me to appreciate what is really important in this world. 

2) I became less socially competitive and more self competitive: You get 'ME' time by running, you explore 

new sides of you. Yes, that also can be achieved by just running. Firstly I wanted run for more kilometers than 

person next to me but after I‟m only competing against myself, trying to beat last record on next day. I start 

developing such type of attitude in all perspective of life. 

3) It increases Never give up attitude: I used to fix how much distance I'm  going to run but sometimes body 

gets tired & want to stop now but still your mind says no I will stop after completing my today's goal, this 

develop never give up attitude in you . When you have such attitudes you won't leave your any work 

incomplete. We always run from our problems but instead of that I started to face everything and never give up 

on something that‟s also just by this attitude. 

4) I‟m now completely in tune with my body:  Unlike most other sports running is just about you and you alone. 

It's because of this very simplicity that runners are naturally more in tune with their body. Stick with it long 

enough and you will do your best to stay healthy and keep your body in motion. Nowadays I enjoy running the 

most, for me now  

When I'm happy I run  

When I'm depressed I run 

When I'm sad I run  

When I win I run  

& when I fail I run  

Running is my constant companion n I love it 

Happy Running 

                             

                                    -  Shubham Hude (TE E&TC)



 

A PINCH TO GROWN AN INCH 

 

A love so strong 

And A love so intense 

No matter how much we argue 

We can never draw distant... 

 

Though the days passed by 

And the time rolled down 

An unity month, we kept our 

paths on... 

 

From improving my flaws 

To actually accepting my 

imperfections 

That man made each day 

strong... 

 

Climbing the hurdles 

When crawling in the dark 

Making ourselves reliable 

In the heavy days of hark... 

 

That passionate touch 

And exaggerated love 

Approaching us towards 

imminent 

That can often change our life 

In every second of rush... 

 

Whether giving birth to you 

Or giving birth to yours 

Those duet significant ladies 

Gonna strengthen back in your 

heart... 

 

Birthday love, I think of you 

On days both dark and bright 

You make me joy, 

In every thought of life 

 



May god bless with a happy and 

prosperous life 

And give you all your dreams 

That you think on every seconds 

of your life... 

 

-Pragati Gupta (TE E&TC) 

 

 Nikita Dhiwar (TE E&TC) 

 



 

- Krupa Savalia (BE Civil) 

 

 

- Krupa Savalia (BE Civil) 



 

 

 

 

Automobile Department 

 



FACULTY CORNER 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

-Prof. Sameer Chambulwar (Civil dept.) 
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अगरबातदिलसेकहीगईहोतोवोदिलकोछूलेतीहै, 
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